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Aquinas Lecture Series
Each year, the Center for Thomistic Studies’ Aquinas Lecture
brings a distinguished member of the philosophical community to the University of St. Thomas for a talk which displays
the great resources of the Thomistic philosophical tradition, either by addressing a subject directly related to the writings of St.
Thomas or some other figure in the tradition, or by addressing
more systematically a question of enduring philosophical importance. Among the Aquinas Lecturers the Center has had the
privilege of hosting are such renowned thinkers as Henry Veatch, Joseph Owens, Elizabeth Anscombe, Peter Geach, Janet
Smith, Alasdair MacIntyre, Germain Grisez, Avery Cardinal Dulles, S.J., Msgr. John F. Wippel, Fr. Leo J. Elders, SVD, and
Archbishop J. Michael Miller. To this list the Center is very
pleased to add our 2013 lecturer, Fr. Kevin Flannery, Professor of
Philosophy, Pontificia Università Gregoriana.
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Campus News
CBE Faculty Spotlight - Dr. Steven Jensen
3/21/2013
Dr. Steven J. Jensen, a prolific writer, researcher and teacher, is Associate Professor of
Philosophy in the Center for Thomistic Studies.
Could you please share with us the role ethics plays in your teaching and research?
When we have a great good, we want to share it with others. When I have discovered the
truth, in the wonders of God’s creation, I wish others to see the truth as well. In both
teaching and research I pass on the beauty of the truth to others. The greatest joy of the
teacher is when his students comes to understand.
What classes do you teach that include ethics?







Phil 2314 Ethics
o This course is a study of the components of moral decision and moral life:
freedom, obligation, conscience, objective goods and values. Application of moral principles to
particular circumstances. We will examine the ethical theory of St. Thomas Aquinas and of Aristotle,
seeing how it applies to some contemporary ethical concerns.
Phil 3318 Bioethics
o This course provides an overview of ethical issues arising in health care, such as confidentiality,
informed consent, honesty, the just distribution of health care resources, questions of death and
dying, assisted suicide, abortion, and cloning.
Phil 5338 Introduction to Thomistic Ethics
o This course highlights the human person as agent, as moving toward ends or goods, and finally
toward the ultimate end which Aquinas calls beatitudo: happiness.
Phil 5312 Natural Law
o This course examines the natural law ethics of St. Thomas Aquinas, modern adaptations and
applications, and some contemporary concerns.

The following is a compilation of books and articles written by Dr. Jensen.
Books





Knowing the Natural Law: Precepts, Inclinations, and Deriving Oughts, under review by The Catholic
University of America Press
Living the Good Life: a Beginner’s Thomistic Ethics. Forthcoming in July, 2013, with The Catholic University
of America press
The Ethics of Organ Transplantation (edited). Washington, DC: The Catholic University of America Press,
2011.
Good and Evil Actions: A Journey through Saint Thomas Aquinas. Washington, DC: The Catholic University
of America Press, 2010.

Articles





“A Good Corpse: Why Dead Faith Is Not Evil,” under review by The Center for Thomistic Studies for
publication in a book on Faith in Aquinas.
“Speciesism and the Basis for Equality under Justice,” under review by The Center for Thomistic Studies for
publication in a book on justice in Aquinas.
“Do Circumstances Give Species,” in Spanish, forthcoming in a Spanish Festschrift in honor of Lawrence
Dewan.
“Why the Senses Cannot Have Truth: the Need for Abstraction,” accepted for publication in a collection of
the American Maritain Association.

April 29, 2013

Campus News
Macias Accepted to Thomistic Seminar
4/29/2013
John Macias, doctoral student at the University of St. Thomas Center for Thomistic
Studies, has been accepted to the 8th Annual Thomistic Seminar for graduate
students in philosophy and related disciplines from Aug. 4-10 in Princeton, N.J. The
topic is “Themes in the Philosophy of Alasdair MacIntyre and Thomas Aquinas.”
The seminar will be led by John Haldane, professor at University of St. Andrews,
Sarah Broadie, professor at University of St. Andrews, David Solomon, professor at
University of Notre Dame, and Candace Vogler, professor at University of Chicago.
Issues to be discussed include the nature of philosophy, truth and objectivity, human
nature, morality, and politics.
“Admission to this seminar is highly competitive,” said Dr. Mary Catherine Sommers,
director of the Center for Thomistic Studies. “It speaks highly of both Mr. Macias and
our graduate program that he was accepted.”

July 1, 2013

Campus News
Professors Publish Philosophy Books
7/1/2013
University of St. Thomas Center for Thomistic Studies has reasons to celebrate this
summer – three of them. Faculty members Dr. Steven Jensen, Dr. Thomas Osborne
and Dr. John Knasas each wrote books that are being published by the Catholic
University of America Press.
While each book focuses on an aspect of Thomistic philosophy, the topics addressed
are varied and range from Thomistic ethics and morality to reflections on the problem of
evil.
Jensen, associate professor of philosophy, wrote “Living the Good Life: A Beginner’s
Thomistic Ethics” which presents a brief introduction to virtue and vice, self-control and
weakness, misery and happiness by contrasting the thought of Aquinas with popular
views, such as moral relativism, values clarification, utilitarianism, Kantian deontology
and situation ethics.
Osborne, associate professor of philosophy wrote “Human Action in Thomas Aquinas, John Duns Scotus, and
William of Ockham” which sets out a thematic presentation of human action, especially as it relates to morality in the
three most significant figures in Medieval Scholastic thought.
Knasas, professor of philosophy, wrote “Aquinas and the Cry of Rachel: Thomistic Reflections on the Problem of
Evil” which explores Aquinas’ philosophical thinking about evil and brings the results into discussion with the
contemporary theodicies – philosophies of the problem of evil.
The Center for Thomistic Studies is the only graduate philosophy program uniquely focused on the thought of St.
Thomas Aquinas in the United States. CTS was founded on the Church’s insistence of the perennial value of the
thought of Aquinas as the new millennium proceeds. For more information, contact 713-525-3591
or thomistic_center@stthom.edu.
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Campus News
Philosophy Faculty Take Thomistic Studies Abroad
9/17/2014
The Department of Philosophy’s faculty members and graduate students were busy recently attending conferences
around the world. UST’s Center for Thomistic Studies is the only graduate philosophy program in the United States
that is uniquely focused on the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas.
Its professors and graduate students have been working hard to further philosophy graduate students’ education
and expand the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas internationally. They presented papers or attended conferences in
Chile, Germany, England, Rome, France and Mexico.
Moral Objects and Transhumanism
Dr. Steven Jensen, professor of philosophy, was invited by Jose Widow at the
University of Adolfo Ibanez, to Santiago, Chile, three times between January 2013 and
July 2014. Widow was awarded a grant that covered the topic of moral objects, and
Jensen expanded his work to include the discussion of the moral object of
Transhumanism. In January 2013, Jensen presented papers on "The Relation of the
Moral Object and Moral Norms" and "The Problem of Tautological Norms" at the
University Adolfo Ibanez, as well as "The Role of the Exterior Action in Moral Species"
at the University of St. Thomas in Chile. In March 2014, Jensen spoke about "Intention
and Its Constraints" and "The Roots of Transhumanism" at the University of Adolfo
Ibanez. Jensen's most recent trip to Chile was in July 2014 when he spent almost two
weeks in Santiago working on a joint paper with Widow. During that time, Jensen also
gave a talk and finished two papers on Transhumanism.
"Chile is a beautiful and extremely diverse country," Jensen said. "Santiago, where I presented papers to graduate
students and professors, is full of amazing churches and architecture."
The Concept of Meaning in Medieval Philosophy
In June 2014, Dr. Mirela Oliva, assistant professor of philosophy, presented a paper
on “Meaning and Multiculturalism” at the Academy of Human and Social Sciences in
Rome, which was an extension of her previous year’s work in Germany. In 2013, Oliva
received a DAAD, which is a German Academic Exchange Service research grant at
the University of Cologne in Germany. Between May and August of 2013, Oliva
worked and gave a talk on “The concept of meaning in Frege and Ricoeur.” Oliva also
conducted research at the German Literature Archive in Marbach and visited the
College of Philosophy and Theology in Vallendar to discuss the college’s future
collaboration with CTS to offer summer courses for philosophy graduate students. Her
prestigious grant covered the sensus of medieval meaning, which is part of her current
book project on meaning.
“One of my main goals is the future collaboration between UST’s Center for Thomistic Studies and the College of
Philosophy and Theology in Germany,” Oliva said. “I found a commonality of philosophical interest in these
international locations, and I enjoyed presenting as well as discussing topics with master students in both Germany
and Rome.”
Thomistic Philosophy in Chile
Dr. John Knasas presented one of the plenary session talks at the First International Congress of Thomistic
Philosophy that took place in Chile in July. He discussed “The Human Person as Intellector of Being and the Basis
of Aquinas’ Natural Law Ethics.” The congress was sponsored by the new Center for Thomistic Studies at the
University of St. Thomas in Santiago, Chile.
“Besides seeing friends from the U.S. and from Europe, the most memorable thing was the Andes Mountains that
hover over the city,” Knasas said. “July is mid-winter for Chile, so the mountains were covered in snow and they
looked ablaze when the sun was setting.”
Aquinas Philosophy Video Courses in England
Dr. Christopher Martin, professor of philosophy, spent this past summer in England, his
home country, working on a series of philosophy courses aimed at more mature
students. He has already recorded a 15-hour video course of Metaphysics and the
Philosophy of the Human Person, and he is currently working on a modern moral
philosophy course he hopes to complete by spring 2015 for publication online. Martin
also plans to complete courses on the philosophy of religion and the philosophy of
science within the next couple of years.
“I am using the techniques of analytic – contemporary English-speaking – philosophy to
develop some of the themes and content examined by St. Thomas Aquinas,” Martin
said. “This pattern of work called ‘Analytical Thomism’ is well known in Britain, but less
so in America.”

Rome and Munich in two months
In June, Dr. John Hittinger, professor of philosophy, participated in the Pontifical
Academy of St. Thomas Aquinas in Rome at the Vatican. This was a special
conference on the Beatitudes according to St. Thomas. Pope Francis requested the
topic since he will be speaking at the World Youth Day in 2016 in Krakow, Poland.
According to Hittinger, highlights of Rome included meeting Pope Francis and visiting
the tomb of Saint John Paul II. In July, Hittinger visited Munich and the Bavarian Alps
to be part of the “German American Colloquium Catholic Alliance” conference on
Catholic social teaching, where 20 scholars shared insights on subsidiarity. He
presented his paper on “The Family as a Focal Point for Understanding Subsidiarity.”
The highlights from Hittinger’s trip to Munich include meeting Cardinal George Pell of
Australia who is on Pope Francis’s special council of eight members.
"In the Bavarian Alps I visited one of the oldest monasteries in Europe,” Hittinger said. “It was founded by St.
Boniface and housed a relic of St. Benedict encased in a reliquary provided by Charlemagne. I felt like I was at the
fount of western civilization.”
Thomas Aquinas and “The Arabs”
In June 2013, Dr. Ed Houser, Professor Bishop Nold Chair in graduate
philosophy, presented a paper titled “Introducing the Principles of Avicennian
Metaphysics into Sacra Doctrina: Thomas of Aquino, In I sententiis, D.8” at the
meeting of Aquinas and ‘The Arabs’ Working Group at the University of
Würzburg in Germany. During the same month, Dr. Houser and graduate
student Catherine Peters, who was in France for an eight-week French
language immersion program, attended the Aquinas and ‘The Arabs’
International Conference, at the Paris-Sorbonne University. This Working
Group concluded its fall meeting in September 2014 at the Center for Thomistic
Studies in Houston, where participants from the Catholic University of America, Marquette University, the Leonine
Commission in Paris and UST were joined via skype to participants from Panamerica University in Mexico City,
Benedictine College in Kansas, Max Planck Institute in Berlin, Julius-Maximilians University of Würzburg in
Germany, University of Missouri in St. Louis, and others.
In September 2013, Dr. Mary Catherine Sommers, philosophy professor for UST’s
Center for Thomistic Studies, and Dr. Houser attended the Fall Workshop on Aquinas
and ‘the Arabs’ at the Panamerican University in Mexico City, where Dr. Houser
presented “Divine Truth and the Truth of Creatures: Avicenna and Aquinas,” and Dr.
Sommers spoke with administrators about co-operative agreements between UST and
Panamerican University.
“Panamerican is a beautiful place with an excellent and very hospitable faculty,”
Sommers said. “They are expanding rapidly, with faculties of law, business and
medicine being built on the core base of Catholic education in the humanities.”
By Deema Al-Rasheed

2015 Aquinas Lecture
Professor Rémi Brague
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UST, University of Cambridge Post-Doctorate Defends Dissertation
12/11/2014
Daniel De Haan defended his doctoral dissertation on Dec. 5 in Sullivan Hall at
the University of St. Thomas. De Haan’s doctoral dissertation is titled,
"Necessary Existence and the Doctrine of Being in Avicenna's Metaphysics of
the Healing: On the Function of the Fundamental Scientific First Principles of
Metaphysics.”
De Haan worked with Dr. R.E. Houser, Professor and Bishop Nold Chair in
Graduate Philosophy, to study the Muslim philosopher Avicenna from the 10th11th centuries and his influence on the thought of Thomas Aquinas. According
to De Haan, his dissertation explains Avicenna’s understanding of being, thing,
one, the necessary and how his philosophical exploration of these concepts ultimately leads to a metaphysical
knowledge of God as the Necessary Existence in Itself.
De Haan’s philosophical studies have alternated between a fascination with the great philosophical minds of the
past and the ways these historical insights illuminate the challenging philosophical questions that confront us today.
The examining board members from both UST and the Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium include: Dr. Andrew
Hayes, chair of the Defense Board and chair of the Theology department; Dr. R.E. Houser, Professor and Bishop
Nold Chair in Graduate Philosophy; Dr. Andrea Robiglio, professor of Philosophy at the Catholic University of
Leuven; Dr. Thomas Osborne, associate professor and chair of Philosophy; Dr. Thérèse-Anne Druart, professor of
Philosophy at the Catholic University of America; and Dr. Mary C. Sommers, professor of Philosophy at UST.
De Haan joined the School of Divinity at the University of Cambridge in England this fall as part of a prestigious
post-doctoral position, where he studies and applies the philosophical study of the human person to cognitive
neuroscience, especially Alzheimer’s research. De Haan pursued a joint-doctoral degree from the University of St.
Thomas’s Center for Thomistic Studies and the De Wulf-Mansion Centre for Ancient, Medieval and Renaissance
Philosophy within the Institute of Philosophy of the Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium.
“He was successful because he is one of those ‘once in a lifetime’ students that every teacher feels extremely
privileged to have in one’s teaching career,” Houser said.
For De Haan, the post-doc position working on philosophical anthropology—the study of consciousness as
experienced from the first-person point of view and interpersonal relationships—along with cognitive neuroscience,
is a dream come true.
“Over the last few years I have come to realize that my intellectual vocation was leading me more and more in the
direction of philosophical and theological anthropology, and this meant I needed to find a way to study cognitive
neuroscience and understand it on its own terms,” De Haan said.
A copy of De Haan’s dissertation is available in Sullivan Hall, located at 4218 Yoakum Blvd.
By: Deema Al-Rasheed
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Campus News
Thomistic Studies Graduate Student Earns Maritain Award
3/12/2015
Francisco Plaza, a student from the University of St. Thomas Center for Thomistic
Studies, was awarded the American Maritain Association Graduate Student Award at
an annual conference held in San Francisco, Feb. 26–28. At least 50 people attended
the conference.
The American Maritain Association is a not-for-profit organization that is dedicated to
fostering an understanding and building upon the philosophy of Jacques Maritain and
realist tradition in which he belonged.
The award is given to the graduate student who submits the best paper read and
selected by the AMA board. In addition to their submission, students must have a
faculty sponsor. Plaza selected Dr. John Hittinger, professor of philosophy, as his
sponsor.
Plaza, a fourth-year graduate student and adjunct professor of philosophy, said it was an honor to receive the award
and to be able to represent UST among previous students who received it.
“My studies here at St. Thomas have afforded me several opportunities to participate in a wide variety of academic
endeavors like the American Maritain Association, given the unique tie that we have as an institution to the Catholic
philosophical tradition here in the United States,” Plaza said. “The strength of the community at the Center for
Thomistic Studies is very important as well, as I am surrounded by like-minded thinkers working toward similar
goals.”
Others who presented papers at the conference included: John Deely, professor of philosophy and Rudman Chair,
and Steve Jensen, professor of philosophy, along with Brian Kemple, a doctoral candidate and student of the Center
for Thomistic Studies, Sr. Anne Frances Le, a doctoral recipient from CTS, and Hittinger presented papers at the
conference. Paper topics included “Venial Sin and the Ultimate End,” “Subjectivity and the Prise de Conscience in
Jacques Maritain” and “Maritain on the Significance of Joan of Arc.”
Plaza’s paper addressed human subjectivity as understood by Jacques Maritain, with particular emphasis on
Maritain’s idea of self-awareness in relation to one’s own personhood. Plaza then compared Maritain’s writings to
what St. John Paul II said on the same topic.
Plaza said his time at UST as a student has prepared him and given him the confidence he needs to make the
transition toward the professional world beyond his graduate studies.
“The paper I presented is tied with my prospective dissertation topic, so receiving the AMA award for it certainly
helped confirm to me that I am starting in the right direction with it,” Plaza said. “Moreover, graduate school can be
quite a grueling process, so some kind of formal validation in this way always helps in giving a significant morale
boost.”
The Center for Thomistic Studies is the only graduate philosophy program in the United States focused on the
thought of St. Thomas Aquinas. The Center specializes in areas that include bioethics, political philosophy, virtue
theory and Islamic philosophy, and it is home to the national office of the American Catholic Philosophical
Association.
For more information about the Center, call 713-525-3519 or email thomistic_center@stthom.edu.
By Elaine Rivera

August 26, 2015
Dr. Tom Osborne
8/26/2015

Campus News
The Aquinas Center for Theological Renewal awarded Dr. Thomas M. Osborne Jr. the
Charles Cardinal Journet Prize for his book “Human Action in Thomas Aquinas, John
Duns Scotus, and William of Ockham.” Osborne is the associate professor of
philosophy and director of the Center for Thomistic Studies at the University of St.
Thomas.
The Journet Prize honors the scholarly monograph published in any language during
the past calendar year that best exemplifies the task of drawing upon the thought of
St. Thomas Aquinas to engage constructively in contemporary theology, philosophy or
Biblical studies. Osborne’s book provides the reader with a thematic presentation of
human action, especially as it relates to morality, in the three most significant figures

in Medieval Scholastic thought. Thomas, Scotus, and Ockham worked in the context of a new moral theology that
focused on the description and evaluation of human acts.
His book shows that although the different philosophies of action cannot be explained in terms of any one major
difference or principle, there are some common themes including: a developing separation between nature and the
will, an increased emphasis on the will’s activity and a changing view of mental causation.
Osborne is the author of “Love of Self and Love of God in Thirteenth-Century Ethics,” as well as many articles in
medieval and late-scholastic ethics, political philosophy, metaphysics, psychology and the philosophy of action. Two
of his most recent articles include “Continuity and Innovation in Dominic Banez’s Understanding of Esse: Banez’s
relationship to John Capreolus, Paul Soncinas, and Thomas de Vio Cajetan” and “Giles of Rome, Henry of Ghent,
and Godfrey of Fontaines on Whether to See God Is to Love Him.”
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Campus News
Hittinger Named Member of Pontifical Academy of St. Thomas
9/17/2015
Dr. John Hittinger, professor of philosophy at the University of St. Thomas, received a letter signed by Cardinal Pietro
Parolin, the Vatican secretary of state, naming him an ordinary member of the Pontifical Academy of St. Thomas Aquinas
in May.
Being an ordinary member means Hittinger is a permanent member who participates in meetings about the general
business of the Academy and attends the annual conference held at the Casina Pio IV on the Vatican grounds.
There are around 50 ordinary members from around the world,
including eight from the United States. The Pontifical Academy of St.
Thomas Aquinas was founded by Pope Leo XIII in 1879, and the
criteria for membership include knowledge of the work of St. Thomas
Aquinas and an interest in applying the thought of Aquinas to modernday issues.

Dr. John Hittinger with Bishop Marcelo Sánchez Sorondo, the
prelate secretary of the Pontifical Academy of St. Thomas
Aquinas.

The Pontifical Academy of St. Thomas Aquinas meets at
Casina Pio IV, a historical villa in Vatican City that is also
now home to the Pontifical Academy of Sciences and the
Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences.

“St. John Paul II re-founded the academy and asked that its members
devote themselves to the special task of defending the dignity of the
human person in light of the work of Thomas Aquinas newly designated
by him as the Doctor of Humanity,” Hittinger said. In a note, the Most
Rev. Marcelo Sánchez Sorondo, a bishop and prelate secretary of the
Academy, congratulated Hittinger on his well deserved appointment.
I have great expectations about [Hittinger’s] work, which spreads St.
Thomas’s authentic thinking applied to today’s issues,” Sorondo wrote.
Hittinger is the author of four books and recently published a fifth, titled
“Thomas Aquinas: Teacher of Humanity,” dedicated to the Rev. Victor
Brezik, CSB, who co-founded the University of St. Thomas Center for
Thomistic Studies in 1975. The topics discussed include the political
ideas of Karol Wojtyla, philosopher Gadamer on common sense,
prudence and subsidiarity, embodied cognition, the knowledge of God,
the commandment of love, Pope Francis on the Beatitudes, the new
evangelization, Thomism and modern cosmology, and the challenges
of transhumanism and gender ideology.
Seven other UST scholars also contributed to this volume, including
Steven Jensen, professor of philosophy; John Knasas, professor of
philosophy; Mirela Oliva, professor of philosophy; and graduate
students Brian Kemple, Geoffrey Meadows, Daniel Wagner and John
Boyer. The book also includes writings by Bishop Sorondo and Rocco
Buttiglione, and talks by the late Cardinal Francis George and the Rev.
Lawrence Dewan.

Hittinger hopes to present a paper on St. Thomas’s thought on the
family at the next meeting of the Academy in May 2016.
“This appointment is very exciting and challenging,” Hittinger said. “I am honored and delighted to be given the
opportunity to meet with such a distinguished group of scholars who love St. Thomas, and who work for the good of the
Church and for the special request of the Pope.”
Hittinger founded the Pope John Paul II Forum for the Church in the Modern World in 2009. He has published articles and
presented papers on a variety of topics including John Locke, Jacques Maritain, military ethics, liberal education, political
philosophy and the thought of St. John Paul II.

By Deema Al-Rasheed

Aquinas Lecture Series
Each year, the Center for Thomistic Studies’ Aquinas Lecture brings a distinguished member of the philosophical community to the University of
St. Thomas for a talk which displays the great resources of the Thomistic
philosophical tradition, either by addressing a subject directly related to the
writings of St. Thomas or some other figure in the tradition, or by addressing
more systematically a question of enduring philosophical importance. Among
the Aquinas Lecturers the Center has had the privilege of hosting are
such renowned thinkers as Henry Veatch, Joseph Owens, Elizabeth
Anscombe, Peter Geach, Janet Smith, Alasdair MacIntyre, Germain
Grisez, Avery Cardinal Dulles, S.J., Msgr. John F. Wippel, Fr. Leo J. Elders, SVD,
Archbishop J. Michael Miller, Rev. Lawrence Dewan, O.P., and Rémi Brague To this list the Center is very pleased to add our 37th lecturer, Dr.
John Haldane, Professor of Philosophy and Director of The Centre for
Ethics, Philosophy and Public Affairs, University of St. Andrews and the J.
Newton Rayzor Sr. Distinguished Chair in Philosophy at Baylor University.
.University

of St. Thomas

University of St. Thomas
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Dr. John Haldane
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY,
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Campus News
Aquinas Medals Awarded to Sommers and Haldane
10/16/2015
Dr. Mary Catherine Sommers and Dr. John
Haldane were inducted into the Order of St.
Thomas on Sept. 24 in conjunction with the
37th annual Aquinas Lecture Series at the
University of St. Thomas.
The Order of St. Thomas award is granted
to people who have testified to “the
incomparable value of the philosophy of St.
Thomas in their writings, teaching,
philanthropy or way of life.” Each inductee
was presented with a medal engraved with
an image of St. Thomas Aquinas and
bearing the motto of the Order “Quantum
Potes, Tantum Aude,” which translates:
“Dare to do all that you can.”
Sommers is a professor of philosophy and
the former director of the Center for
Thomistic Studies at the University of St.
Thomas-Houston.
"I am honored to receive the Order of St.
Thomas from my colleagues at the Center
for Thomistic Studies,” Sommers said. "It is
a sign of how far we have come together in
the past 13 years. The quality of the faculty,
the students and the program are now
nationally known and respected."
Haldane is a professor of philosophy and
director of the Center for Ethics, Philosophy
and Public Affairs at the University of St.
Andrews in the United Kingdom. He is the
first holder of the J. Newton Rayzor Sr.
Distinguished Chair in Philosophy at Baylor
University.
Haldane also gave a talk titled “The Mind and the Soul: Aquinas, Anscombe and Geach.”
Founded in 1975, the Center for Thomistic Studies is the only graduate philosophy program in the United States
uniquely focused on the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas. In the pursuit of a living Thomism, the Center’s programs
stress both historical understanding of Aquinas’s texts and a rigorous rethinking of his 13th century wisdom in the
light of 21st century problems and realities.
By Deema Al-Rasheed

Aquinas Lecture and Reception, 2016
Dr. John Haldane,
The Mind and the Soul: Aquinas, Anscombe and Geach

September 21, 2016

UST Newsworthy
Top Philosophy Grad Uses Gifts to Spread Faith
9/21/2016
A mandatory class in ancient philosophy was the first to snag Melissa Prazak’s attention.
Prazak (Philosophy, ’16), a transfer student
had no intention, initially, of majoring in the
subject. But as her classmates groaned over
Material Monism and the metaphysic of
Artistotle, Prazak quickly discovered she “had
a knack” for the material.
The “knack” turned into a passion, then into a
degree. And another. This semester, Prazak
graduates from UST with both a bachelor’s
and Master’s in philosophy, having earned the
department’s “outstanding major” award for
the highest GPA.
Her Catholic faith and her passion for truth, inquiry and evangelization have also landed her a
competitive position as Director of Events with Array of Hope, a teen evangelization initiative of Te
Deum Ministries.
Array of Hope uses film and music events to “create an opportunity for God to work” in the lives of
young people and families, and to “encourage people to live out their faith daily and actively,” Prazak
explained.
“I’m really excited,” she said, days before leaving for the new job, which is based in New Jersey. “I
have a spirit of adventure, and I think I’ll fit right in.”
Studying philosophy at UST taught her “how to think,” Prazak said, and prepared her exceptionally
well for her upcoming role.
“I learned how to dissect arguments, but also how to interact with my peers and dialogue, not just
argue,” she said. With its small classes, dedicated professors, and liberal arts curriculum, “this
University trains you so well.”
UST’s philosophy department and faculty are internationally renowned, Prazak noted (the
University’s Center for Thomistic Studies is the only graduate philosophy program uniquely focused
on the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas in the U.S.), and “it was such an amazing experience to be
there working with these brilliant minds.”
“I don’t think the average student understands how revered these minds are,” she said.
“Whenever you say you studied under one of these philosophy professors, it catches [people’s]
attention. We would go present at conferences, and people would say, “Oh, you’re from St.
Thomas—that’s why your paper was so good!”

Campus News
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UST’s Philosophy Program Wows at Home and Abroad
10/17/2016
By all accounts, representatives from UST’s Center for Thomistic Studies are making an
extraordinary impression at philosophy conferences nationwide and internationally.

Graduate students studying philosophy at the University of St. Thomas in Houston, Texas.

“It’s a small program,” noted PhD candidate Brian Jones, “but every time we go to conferences, they
say we are the top students they’ve seen at the conference.”
Melissa Prazak, who graduated this year with an M.A. from the Center, would agree.
“We would go present at conferences, and people would say, “Oh, you’re from St. Thomas—that’s
why your paper was so good,” she remembered.
As the only U.S. graduate philosophy program focused on the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas, the
Center is renowned for its prolific scholarly contributions, rigorous academics, strong Catholic
identity and exceptional postgraduate job placement, according to John Skalko, a PhD candidate
and adjunct philosophy professor at the Center.
Recent graduates, he noted, include Daniel De Haan, PhD, who accepted a post-doctoral fellowship
at Cambridge University. Sr. Anne Frances Ai Le, O.P., PhD, has joined the faculty of Corpus Christi
College in British Columbia, while current PhD candidates such as Jones and John H. Boyer are fast
becoming fixtures at well-established online publications.
“If you really want to study Aquinas, come here. If you want to become a really clear thinker on the
concrete issues of today, come here,” Skalko said.
“It’s incredibly successful.”
PhD candidate Catherine Peters, who holds a B.A. in philosophy from Sacred Heart Major Seminary
and an M.A. from the Center, said other institutions raved to her about UST’s philosophy professors
and graduates.
“People all over the place were recommending I come here,” she said.

‘A Definite Advantage’
Francisco Plaza, who is pursuing a PhD in philosophy and teaches in Spanish at St. Mary’s
Seminary, said he first heard about UST from his father, who had also been impressed by the
Center’s contributions at a philosophy conference.
Unlike other graduate philosophy programs, which often hold a cynical view about objective truth
and the human capacity to grasp it, Plaza said the Center espouses not simply “an open-ended,
vague pursuit of knowledge,” but rather “a definite focus.”
“We do think there is something we can know about the world,” said Plaza, who already has an M.A.
from the Center and received the American Maritain Association Graduate Student Award in 2015.
“That’s a definite advantage we have.”
PhD student Brian Jones said he was also attracted by the Center’s vibrant Catholic community.
Like Franciscan University, where Jones received a B.A. and M.A. in theology, the life of faith at UST
“isn’t something external, but comes into every facet of the intellectual life,” he observed.
That’s because Catholic universities recognize that “faith isn’t something that hinders intellectual
pursuits, but [rather] frees them, and makes them more robust,” he said.
Like other students from the Center, Peters said she became hooked on philosophy because the
discipline seeks answers for life’s essential questions regarding meaning, happiness, truth, and
knowledge.
“I found in philosophy a structured study aimed at answering questions I had had my entire life,” said
Peters, who serves as adjunct philosophy instructor for both St. Mary’s Seminary and the Dominican
Sisters of Mary Immaculate Province.
“I considered law and medicine, but my interests always came back to a philosophical level.”
Prestige, Rigor and Friendship
It’s a level at which Peters excels: like most of the Center’s graduate students, she can already point
to an impressive list of publications in peer-reviewed journals and respected Catholic publications; a
packed schedule of presentations at prestigious national and international conferences; and mastery
of numerous foreign languages (Peters spent last summer studying Arabic at the University of
Michigan, and speaks American Sign Language in addition to German, French, Italian, Latin and
Greek.)
“I’ve found the discipline that I’m really interested in,” she said.
All of the students interviewed said they were struck by both the program’s unrelenting rigor, but also
by the strong sense of friendship and support among the Center’s students and faculty.
“It’s harder than I expected, but also more rewarding,” Plaza said. “The main thing that’s gotten us
through the difficulties of grad school is that we all feel called to teach and write about these things.
We feel what we have to offer and what we are teaching will always be valuable.”
“Vocationally speaking, God was calling us,” Jones said of his decision to move to Houston and
pursue a PhD despite a growing young family.
“My wife and I both have loved UST and the community here.”

